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Mitutoyo operates a policy of continuous improvement that aims to provide the customer with the benefit of the latest technological advances.
Therefore the company reserves the right to change any or all aspects of any product specification without notice.

SERIES 215 — Granite Comparator Stands

free of burrs and build-ups due to its fine-
grain composition.

base.

215-150-10
Column travel: 0 - 110mm

215-151-10

215-153-10 215-156-10

Stands
Comparison measuring instruments which ensure high quality, high accuracy and reliability.

SPECIFICATIONS
Order No. Column travel Remarks
215-150-10 110mm
215-151-10
215-153-10

215-156-10

the indication value depends on the perpendicularity of the mounting hole to the top surface of the anvils.

Optional Accessories
21JAA329: ø8mm bush
21JAA330
21JAA331: ø15mm bush
only available for 215-156-10

215-151-10 215-153-10 215-156-10

DIMENSIONS 
Unit: mm

215-150-10
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SERIES 215 — Comparator Stands

iron base that enables precise measurement.

flat workpieces from wringing to it and the 

measurement.

215-505-10 model has a threaded 
column which enables easy and precise 

with 215-405-10
 with 215-505-10 models.

215-405-10

215-405-10

215-505-10

SPECIFICATIONS
Order No. Column travel Remarks
215-405-10 110 x 110mm

215-505-10 150 x 150mm

the indication value depends on the perpendicularity of the mounting hole to the top surface of the anvils.

DIMENSIONS 

Unit: mm

Optional Accessories
21JAA329: ø8mm bush*
21JAA330
21JAA331: ø15mm bush*
* Only available for 215-505-10.
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No.101462
ø58

14

SERIES 519 — Transfer Stand

519-109-10
(with a serrated anvil)

No.101461
ø58

14

No.101463

11

ø58

ø32
SR20

26

Stands
Comparison measuring instruments which ensure high quality, high accuracy and reliability.

Optional Accessories
101462
101461
101463

SPECIFICATIONS
Metric

Order No. Remarks
519-109-10

the indication value depends on the perpendicularity of the mounting hole to the top surface of the anvils.

DIMENSIONS 

Unit: mm


